TruthPrint

There is an unknown Power component of the truth.
The truth provides molecular changes within the body that helps to boost the immune system,
stimulates the pathways in the mind to help with clarity of thought, creates an energetic connection to
others, allows strengths rather than weaknesses to become predominant, and ensures that helping
others is the focus. Every thought and action that is based on the foundation of truth, helps to create a
powerful energetic collection that grows and expands, in and around the body. This powerful energetic
collection becomes your: TruthPrint.
Truthprint becomes the compass in which to live life. It consists of 5 energetic levels in which people
move in and out of the levels throughout their lives. The 5 energetic levels, if understood, can be
worked on, to improve every area of life.
The 5 energetic levels are the following:
•
•
•
•
•

1) Possibilities
2) Reaching
3) Inquisitive
4) Natural
5) Training

The 1st and highest energetic level is: Possibilities. There are endless possibilities within this level in
which any change can occur using the mind. This is the level is which the individual lives by total truth in
every word and every action in their lives. Anyone can reach this level and can work towards reaching it.
The 2nd energetic level is: Reaching. Within Reaching, most of the time is spent living within truth in
every word and every action in their lives. They are times in which it is not spent living within truth but
during these slip ups, they realize it and work towards reaching the highest energetic level.
The 3rd energetic level is: Inquisitive. Within Inquisitive, there is a thirst for wanting to live within their
truth. To want to live their lives within truth of every word and every action but they struggle with this
and find it hard to live a life like this. There are periods of time in which they are searching and seeking
for their truth and can get closer to their truth, than others. They will inch forward in their search for
their truth, but get pushed back down due to the stressors of life.
The 4th energetic level is: Natural. With Natural, it becomes somewhat different because every word
may be of the truth but their actions do not follow the truth. Their actions seem to follow what others
want and expect out of them, not what is best for their own truth. This is where most people remain.
They are speaking the truth but are not living their own truth. They believe they are living their own
truth but they are living for another, or for what others expect from them or what society expects from
them. They believe it is a natural state to remain in. But, it is not a natural energetic state to remain in. It

is what society expects for people to remain in. Knowledge is power. Having this knowledge will help
people to move out of this state.
The 5th energetic level is: Training. Within training, most words and actions are not of the truth which
means that they are not living within their own truth. Within this level, if desired, a person can work
towards changing their lives by speaking and acting within the truth.
At the end of the existence of the physical form, the energetic level is: Timeless.
Timeless is the energetic level, after the physical form no longer exists. It consists of the last energetic
level the person was on within the physical form, which will be the energetic destination within
Timeless. Within Timeless, there is no chance to move within the different energetic levels, and this
ultimately becomes your TruthPrint. Your TruthPrint becomes the last energetic level in the physical
form, prior to the physical form no longer existing.
The goal for each person is to work towards achieving their TruthPrint energetic level of: Possibilities.
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